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to the master of so many battalions. Frederick, on his
accession, sounded both England and France to ascertain
how far he might rely on either of them for assistance,
but avoided entangling himself in definite alliances, pre-
ferring to keep his hands free so that he might act in
whatever way seemed most advantageous.
At the time of Frederick's  accession the political
horizon was tolerably clear.    There  was war between
England and Spain, but that was far away on
Tranquil	,        «         •  ,	.	-,-,	-,     •
condition of the Spanish mam, and though it was ex-
Europe, pected that the King of France would before
long espouse the cause of his Spanish kinsman, he had
not done so as yet. The peace of Europe remained un-
broken, and there were no signs of the coming storm.
The Emperor had procured from every state of
importance a guarantee of his Pragmatic Sanction;
The Em- anc^ although Prince Eugene had told him
peror.	that the only guarantee worth having was an
army of 200,000 men and a full treasury, he fondly
hoped that engagements obtained with such difficulty
would not be lightly repudiated. There was, moreover^
no immediate prospect of the good faith of the guarantors
being put to the test. Charles VI. was only fifty-five
years old, and in the enjoyment of perfect health, so
much so that he had not yet abandoned the hope of
male issue. For this reason he had deferred getting his
son-in-law, Francis of Lorraine, Grand-duke of Tuscany,
crowned King'of the Romans, which would have ensured
his following him as Emperor. This might easily have
been done, and would have been quite in accordance
with "precedent. For some centuries past the Emperors
had usually contrived to get a son or some other near
relation crowned King of the Romans "in their lifetime,
and, when this had been done, the King of the Romans
succeeded at once on the Emperor's death without any

